“RED LED HUNTING LIGHT”
I have been selling these lights since as far back as 2009; they are
awesome rifle and scanning lights. What sets them apart from big red
lights IS that they have NO extra red filter that fits on the front they burn red and you don’t need a red filter that cuts down 40% of your
viewing distance.

NEW
FEATURES

DON’T be fooled by the size, these LED RED hunting lights throw
mighty far, with a 2, 5-10 x 44 scope you can shoot to 300m at
night easily on a PITCH dark night.

The light comes with a pressure switch on and off; it allows you to
not use the rear tail cap switch and is easier to use the light by just
putting pressure on the pressure switch.

The light has a highly polished reflector and is set in a deep body
for an extra long range throw, the body is super strong and when
you feel the torch you will feel the quality straight away.

Each model is laser engraved with our logo and these are genuine
RED HUNTING LIGHTS made specifically for predator control in
South Africa.
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The torch comes with an array of extras to make your life a LOT
easier; it has a SCOPE MOUNT for attaching the light to your scope
and also has a standard charger from your wall plug at home with a
two prong plug.
It then has an adapter that allows you to charge the light via your
USB on your computer and also
in your car or bakkie, the
variations are endless, the
flashlight accepts two CR123A
batteries found at most
outdoor shops, and getting
rechargeable is better then you
can charge when done.

I use two lights, one to scan with and one on my rifle to shoot. I fit a
cardboard funnel to mine so it stops any possible barrel glare.

Included in the parcel is if bought in total, the scope mount, battery
charger that is used via your USB on the computer OR from your
electricity at home + car charger.

The USB charger accepts a large 18650 3,7v battery, available at
many outdoor shops. Top class quality in every light you will order,
we have put our name on these models and since 2009 nobody is
complaining.
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The two prong home wall plug that connects to a charger as well as a
car 12V charger, the light is very versatile.

And here is the ultimate feature, the light comes lose and turns out
from the body a little way down to reveal a side charger adapter, so
you can charge the battery WITHOUT having to take the battery
out of the torch everytime!
Simply hold the torch and turn the body – we will leave the rear a little lose so you
can easily master this feature.
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The light can be charged from your home or in the bakkie, from
the computer or from your electricity in your guest house at
the next hunting location, the lights are awesome and throw a
mean beam of RED light.

Gone are the days of using a large 12v battery - this is smaller
and far better and the light is LED so the battery lasts a long
time. DON’T BE FOOLED BY THE SIZE!

The pressure switch here is on the wrong side – it should be on the
opposite side, this is just for photographic sake.

PRICING
RED LED HUNTING LIGHT R1, 400-00
Set of chargers as above mentioned R350-00
Pressure Switch R350-00
Rifle SCOPE mount R80-00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The full kit is R2180-00. IF you want a second light as a scanning light to
match the rifle light, all you then need is a light and pressure switch, if you
buy another light with a pressure switch on the same invoice number the
second light and pressure switch is reduced to R1300-00 and R320-00.
We were the first to offer these lights in South Africa since 2009 and for predator control they
are unmatched, beware imitations offered, unless it has our logo it is a copy.
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